
Writing Student-Directed Objectives 
 

Bloom’s New 

Taxonomy 

Objectives 

What do I want the students to do?  

Students will… 

Assessment 

How will the students demonstrate this skill? 

by…____________ a/the __________.  

Activities 

How do I get the students to practice 

this skill daily? 

Remembering Choose, define, identify, know, 

memorize, outline, pick, recite, read, 

recognize, record, show, state, tell, view 

Circling, counting, describing, finding, labeling, 

listing, locating, matching, naming, pointing to, 

quoting, retrieving, saying, selecting, showing, 

spelling, telling, underlining, writing 

Reading, summarizing, outlining, 

color coding, recitation, drilling, 

choral response, copying, mnemonic 

devises, lyrics with music 

Understanding Approximate, associate, characterize, 

clarify, compare, comprehend, conclude, 

contrast, demonstrate, discuss, 

exemplify, illustrate, infer, interpret, 

map, observe, predict, understand 

Articulating, calculating, categorizing, drawing, 

elaborating, estimating, explaining, expressing, 

generalizing, giving, modeling, observing, 

rephrasing, reporting, tracing, translating, 

working 

Comparison/contrast, paraphrasing, 

cause/effect relationships, 

independent practice, 

demonstrations, report, readers’ 

theatre, multiple choice with “all 

above” or “none” 

Applying Adapt, apply, conduct, change, compute, 

develop, dramatize, exhibit, operate, 

organize, produce, select 

Acting out, altering, calculating, determining, 

doing, drawing, making, manipulating, 

modifying, performing, predicting, sketching, 

solving, responding 

Real world experiences, 

demonstrations, experiments, 

student-created problems, projects, 

enactments, role playing, teaching a 

lesson, term paper, cited report 

Analyzing Appraise, classify, correct, differentiate, 

discriminate, distinguish, examine, 

experiment, question, test 

Asking, cataloguing, charting, comparing, 

contrasting, correlating, decoding, diagramming, 

dissecting, dividing, editing, grouping, 

inspecting, inventorying, ordering, outlining, 

proofreading, sequencing, sorting, surveying, 

transforming 

Chart, drawing, graph, timeline, 

diagram, graphic organizer, map, 

student-created assessments, Venn 

diagram, self-directed experiment, 

peer editing, self editing, self 

reflection, press conference,  

Evaluating Appraise, argue, contrast, critique, 

defend, hypothesize, judge, select, 

support, value, evaluate 

Agreeing, assessing, choosing, concluding, 

criticizing, debating, deciding, defending, 

disputing, editorializing, grading, justifying, 

prioritizing, proving, rating, recommending, 

verifying  

Continuum, debating, editorial, 

persuasive writing/speech,  self-

created experiment, judging contests, 

peer assessing, anchoring, reviews,  

panel discussion,  

Creating Assemble, construct, create, design, 

develop, formulate, write 

Blending, building, collecting combining, 

composing, drawing, devising, establishing, 

forming, generating, imagining, inventing, 

making, planning, producing, revising, rewriting, 

synthesizing 

Model, sculpture, diorama, 

miniature, art gallery, museum 

exhibit, mobile, play, comic, book, 

original essay, monologue, song, 

web page, video 

 


